Trails – Kings Gap State Park
(Trailheads are located at the three day-use areas.)
Boundary Trail: This trail skirts the western boundary of Kings Gap as it travels through an oak/pitch pine
forest and blueberry/huckleberry understory. (1.5 miles, most difficult)
Buck Ridge Trail: This trail travels from Kings Gap through Michaux State Forest to Pine Grove Furnace
State Park. (6.0 miles, most difficult)
Forest Heritage Trail: This loop trail connects several prominent charcoal hearths. Although the hearths have
been inactive for over 100 years, most of them remain fairly free of vegetation due to changes in soil caused
by the charcoaling process. (1.6 miles, more difficult)
Kings Gap Hollow Trail: A cool, inviting trail filled with a lush understory of ferns, this trail winds along the
stream and follows the gap in the mountain. The terrain changes to a dry, higher elevation that brings the
hiker to the mountaintop. (1.7 miles, more difficult)
Locust Point Trail: This side loop from Boundary Trail travels through a ridge top forest of chestnut oak and
pitch pine trees. A clearing created by fallen, dead locust trees affords a view of the Cumberland Valley and
Kings Gap Hollow. (1 mile, most difficult)
Maple Hollow Trail: This trail takes the hiker through a maple hollow with its deeper, richer soils, plentiful
water supply and the resulting maple forest. In contrast, the trail loops back to the parking lot through the drier,
less fertile chestnut oak forest which comprises much of Kings Gap. (1.3 miles, more difficult)
Pine Plantation Trail: A short loop, this trail allows the visitor to view the management techniques used in the
thinning of the 42-acre plantation. (0.6 miles, easiest)
Ridge Overlook: A ridge-top trail with boulder outcrops, turkey vultures and view of the valley below await the
individual who is looking for a more challenging hike. (0.8 miles, most difficult)
Rock Scree Trail: Beginning in the pine plantation, this trail leads hikers past the rocky ridge where stone
cutters quarried the rock used to construct the mansion. The trail takes the hiker up the mountain to the
mansion and a magnificent view of the valley. (1.9 mile, more difficult)
Scenic Vista Trail: As the name suggests, this trail offers an inspiring view. Benches are strategically placed
for you to relax and enjoy the view of Michaux State Forest. (2.5 miles, more difficult)
Watershed Trail: This loop trail encompasses the headwaters for Kings Gap Hollow Run. Hikers also can
view the circular colonies of Allegheny mound building ants which usually dot the trail. (1.8 miles, more
difficult)
Whispering Pines Trail: This trail loops through the interior of the pine plantation and uses both Braille
and script signs to interpret the coniferous forest. (0.3 miles, paved, easiest)
White Oaks Trail: Traveling through a white oak forest, this loop trail uses both Braille and script signs to
interpret the ecology of a deciduous forest. (0.3 miles, paved, easiest)
Woodland Ecology Trail: Informational signs help hikers identify forest plants and interpret the ecology of a
chestnut oak forest. (0.6 miles, easiest)

Trail Difficulty Ratings: (Ratings are based on technical challenge, not physical exertion.)
Easiest (Interpretive) –
Elevation gain or loss is
minimal, less than 5% slope,
maximum 20% up to 100 feet

More Difficult – Elevation
gain or loss is moderate, less
than 12% slope, maximum
30% up to 300 feet

Most Difficult – Elevation gain
or loss is usually severe, less
than 18% slope, maximum 30+%
up to 500 feet
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